Job ID:
Job Title:
Degree Requirements:
Years of Experience:
Type of Position:
Location:
Salary Range:
Travel Required:

RK062711A
Engineering Group Manager, R & D
Bachelors Degree, Engineering Discipline
5 - 10
Direct Hire
Atlanta, GA Area
D. O. E.
Less than 20%

Our client has an IMMEDIATE NEED for an Engineering Group Manager, R & D, who has a minimum
of 5 years work experience developing products for the aviation industry. This position requires excellent
electrical and mechanical engineering skills, as well as demonstrated technical leadership ability. No
Relocation assistance is budgeted for this position.
The MUST HAVE REQUIREMENTS for this position are:
* Bachelor’s degree in an Engineering discipline ( Electrical, Electronics, Mechanical )
* Minimum of 5 years work experience developing products for aviation
* Prior leadership experience
* Prior Small Business Experience
* Experience managing engineering for products that combine mechanical, electrical, firmware & software
* Experience in new product development
* Excellent project management skills
* Strong technical understanding ( electronic devices & technologies )
* Ability to work in a fast-paced, entrepreneurial environment & handle multiple projects at one time
* Excellent communication, quantitative & analytical skills
* Excellent problem solving skills
* Self motivated &able to drive projects to completion independently

PLUSSES in this position are:
*Advanced degree
* PMP Certification
* Experience managing product cycles from inception to obsolescence
* Experience & expertise launching products for business customers

Reporting to the Vice President of Operations the RESPONSIBILITIES of this position include but are
not limited to:
*Lead mechanical & electrical engineering departments ( Mechanical Engineer, Electrical Engineer,
Project Manager )
*Manage, support, direct engineering & engineering related activities
*Work closely with internal clients keeping projects on time
*Manage engineering resources
*Manage internal & 3rd party partner relationships
*Establish, communicate roadmaps, resolve issues, & drive product alignment
*Manage present business & launch new products
If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us using
Word 97 -2003 at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in the
subject line of your email.
In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and
expertise as it applies to this position.
KEY WORDS: aircraft, aviation, consumer electronics, engineer, electrical engineer, mechanical
engineer, PMP, project manager, mechanical, electrical, electronics, electronics engineer, firmware,

software, BSEE, BSME, BS Electronics Engineering, new product development, in-flight, flight
information, in-flight display, avionics, aviation

